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Gathering Requirements for the Timecard Application



In this chapter, we'll simulate the requirements -gathering process for a simple timetracking application, using the process introduced in Chapter 2, "Gathering Requirements with UML." We'll use this example throughout this book. For the purposes of this book, I had to keep the example simple, so please keep in mind that while this book describes techniques that are appropriate for much larger systems, demonstrating these real-world techniques against a fairly small problem often forced me to over-engineer the sample solutions. Another caveat; To keep the example small, the simulated customer is unbelievably compliant and helpful.



In this example, the developer discovers that the primary stakeholder is the operations manager who manages the time-tracking process for the client organization. Next, the developer works with the operations manager and an end user to understand the system, then describes the system in a high-level use case model. Based on feedback from the customer, the developer refines the use case model and increases the level of detail. Finally, die developer refactors the use case model to improve readability and accessibility. The final product of this chapter is a use case model, complete with a high-level use case diagram for navigation, as well as a detailed description of each use case. Together, these elements combine to form a model that is both accessible and complete. Both fac-
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tors are critical, as stakeholders review the use case model to validate the proposed system, and the development team treats the use case model as a basis for the entire development process, from effort estimation to design and test.



Listen to the Stakeholders Remember, a system is defined by the value that it provides to people. So, our goal during this phase is to understand the system from the customer's perspective. This section describes a somewhat idealized dialogue between a developer, the operations manager who is responsible for time tracking, and an employee who uses the system. Their goal is to describe the system's functionality and purpose. Certainly, in the real world, such a meeting would involve 5,10, or even 20 people, all with different needs and perspectives. It might take many meetings over several weeks to reach the first solid understanding of the system. Raw requirements are the foundation for the whole development process. There is only one way to get them: Co forth and ask-nicely. Then ask if you got it right



DEVELOPER; Who will use the application? CUSTOMER: Employees will use it to record their billabie and nonbilable hours, DEVELOPER: From where? Here and home and client sites? Behind firewalls? CUSTOMER: Here at the office. Sometimes from home. Definitety frorn client sites that are behind firewalls. DEVELOPER: Okay, thai helps. Well, what does the timecard application look



like now? CUSTOMER: It is an Excel spreadsheet tar each half-month. Each employee fills in his or her copy and then emais it to me. It is pretty standard: charge codes down the side and days across the top. The employee is able to comment any entry. DEVELOPER: Where do the charge numbers come from? CUSTOMER: A separate spreadsheet has a list of valid charge codes, organized by client and activity, DEVELOPER: So, each charge code has a name, a client, and a project? CUSTOMER: Yes, and also a type, like billabie or nonbillable. DEVELOPER: Do you think you would ever need & deeper hierarchy?
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CUSTOMER: What? DEVELOPER: Sorry, right now you ham client, project, and activity. Would you ever need subprojects or subactivities? CUSTOMER: No, I wouldn't think so. DEVELOPER: Who manages charge codes? CUSTOMER: Well, I add them as needed, and individual managers tell their people what to bill to. They never really go away. DEVELOPER: Are there any special cases you can think of? For instance, do employees fill in ahead of time or anything like that? CUSTOMER; oh, t see. The employee doesn't. If someone is going to be on vacation for a long time, or in the hospital, I take care of his or her timesheets. DEVELOPER: How will the data be used once it is collected? CUSTOMER: I'm going to export each month's hours to our new billing system. DEVELOPER: Should the system automatically select the data range and all of the employees? CUSTOMER: If possible, I would like to select the date range, clients, and employees that are included in the export. DEVELOPER: Okay- The billing system lias an existing data format? CUSTOMER: Ties, It expects XML. PEVELOPER: Okay; we should be able to handle that. I'll see if can track down the details for that. DEVELOPER: Thank you very much for your time; 1 think we have something to work with.... Can we meet again on Tuesday? CUSTOMER: Sounds good.



In this dialogue, the customer and the developer discovered and refined the customer's needs for the system. Notice that the developer asks a question, listens to the answer, then either summarizes the response or asks a clarifying question, hi most cases, the customer does not know exactly what he or she wants, and certainly is not expected to anticipate the level of detail required for software development. So, it is up to the developer or requirements analyst to shape the discussion and ensure that the necessary information is gathered. Based on this dialogue, the developers can begin creating the actual system requirements documents, starting with a high-level use case diagram.
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Build a Use Case Diagram Building a high-level use case diagram has three steps: identify the actors, identify the use cases, and finally determine the relationships between the actors and use cases. Remember from Chapter 2: • An actor usually represents a group of people who gain value by interacting with the system. An actor may also represent a system that is outside of the system and that gams value or provides value by interacting with the system. In the UML, actors are shown as stick figures. There is no distinction between human actors and external systems. • A use case describes a set of interactions between an actor and the system that provides a discrete benefit or value to the actor. The value must be independently significant, yet well focused. In the UML, a use case is shown as a labeled oval. • There are only two reasons for an actor to be associated with a use case. First, all use cases are initiated by at least one actor. In order to initiate a use case, the actor must be associated with it. In the UML, this is shown by a solid arrow from the actor to the use case. Once a use case is initiated, it may send notifications to other actors or request information from other actors. This dependence on the other actor(s) is represented in the UML by a solid arrow drawn from the use case to the actor.



Find the Actors Actors are discovered by reading the raw requirements notes, culling out participants, and determining the distinct groups of users. This first attempt invariably contains redundant names for the same actor, and may miss some actors entirely. Find Candidate Actors From the raw notes, the developer highlights the following dialogue:



From these excerpts, it appears that the candidate actors are employee, operations
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Refine the Actors Refining the list of actors is an interactive process. In many cases, the customers have a dear view of the roles within their organization. Subsequent meetings will be greatly simplified if developers adopt the users' terminology. Also, developers may need to probe a bit to determine whether there are differences in the way different types of people use the system. Remember, actors are determined by their use of the system, not by differences in job title or organizational hierarchy. The first actor seems clear. Employees use the system to record their time. The next, operations manager, seems essential, but the name indicates a single person in the organization. What if that person goes on vacation or needs to delegate his or her responsibilities as the organization grows? A brief flurry of emails with the operations manager determines that the actor's real name is "administrative user," with the understanding that currently only one person is filling this role. A face-to-face meeting is needed to decide whether managers are separate actors. They certainly have a role in the process, as employees must know which projects they can bill to. However, under the current requirements, the managers do not use the system to enforce these decisions. After some discussion, the customers agree that determining who has permission to bill to a charge code is not a requirement for the system. So, managers are eliminated as an actor. This leaves the following actors: employee and administrative user.



Find the Use Cases Use cases are found by identifying candidate use cases from the raw notes and asking what additional use cases are needed to support the obvious use cases. Then the guidelines established in Chapter 1, "Introduction to Modeling Java with the UML," are applied to the candidates. These guidelines lead developers to split, merge, and eliminate use cases until a solid set of use cases is identified. Find Primary Use Cases These are the use cases that characterize the system. From the raw notes, the developer highlights the following dialogue:
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The first excerpt leads to the Record Time use case. The second leads to the Comment Time Entry use case. The third excerpt leads to the Create Charge Code use case. Finally, the last excerpt leads to the Export Time Entries use case. Use short active phrases when naming a use case. When reading the use case diagram, a reviewer should be able to say the name of the actor followed by the use case and have it sound almost like a sentence. For example, a diagram that shows the Employee actor initiating the Record Time use case reads as "the employee records time."



Find Supporting Use Cases Supporting use cases are not mentioned in the dialogue. They are found by asking what the system needs before it can accomplish each use case. Consider the Record Time use cast. Before an employee can record his or her hours, the system needs a list of charge codes and a list of employees. The first part, the charge codes, is already provided by the Create Charge Code use case, but the existence of the employee is unexplained. So, a new use case, Create Employee, is needed. The other use cases, Comment Time Entry and Export Time Entries are supported by the Record Time use case. The new list of candidate use cases includes Create Employee, Create Charge Code, Record Time, Comment Time Entry, and Export Time Entries. Evaluate Use Cases Each use case must meet the isolation and focus guidelines as described in Chapter 2. To summarize, each use case must be significant, so that it has value in isolation. However, it must also be well focused, so that it does not provide more than one distinct
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benefit to the actor. Each use case is considered independently before checking the whole use case model for consistency. The Create Employee use case has a single benefit, as it only allows an administrator to add an employee to the system. So, the Create Employee use case meets our guidelines for focus. It is easy to imagine an administrative user receiving a request from a new hire's manager and adding the new hire to the system as a single task. Also, the system is significantly changed, as it has gained a new end user, so the Create Employee use case meets our guidelines for independent value. The Create Charge Code use case also has a single benefit, as it only allows the administrative user to add a charge code to the system. It is easy to imagine the administrative user receiving a request from a project manager and adding the new charge code as a single task. Also, the system is significantly changed, as it has gained a new charge code that may be used by the end users. So, the Create Charge Code use case meets our guidelines. The Record Time use case seems slightly less focused, as it allows an employee to view, update, and add time entries. However, none of these activities seems independently valuable. Record Time has a single distinct value, despite its distinct subactivities. When a use case seems too large, but the subactivities are clearly too small, it is wise to keep the high-level use case. As we will see later in this chapter, there are several techniques that simplify complex use cases without losing their coherence. Certainly the Record Time use case has value in isolation, as it is the motivation for the entire system. The Comment Time Entry use case certainly meets the guidelines for focus, as it has a very concrete benefit. However, it fails the test for value in isolation. Commenting an entry is part of a larger activity, recording time. So, the Comment Time Entry use case is deleted as a use case and becomes part of the details for the Record Time use case. The Export Time Entries use case clearly has a well-defined and valuable purpose, as it allows the administrative user to export the system's data This process trims our list of use cases to Create Employee, Create Charge Code, Record Time, and Export Time Entries.



Determine the Actor-to-Use-Case Relationships Each actor initiates one or more use cases, and each use case is initiated by one or more actors. Our final step in creating the high-level use case diagram is to describe these relationships for the actors and use cases. A solid arrow from the actor to the use case indicates that the actor initiates the use case. Consider each actor in turn. Based on the dialogue with the customers, the Employee actor cannot initiate the Create Employee, Create Charge Code, or Export Time Entries use cases. Certainly, the Employee actor must initiate the Record Time use case on a regular basis. The Administrative User actor clearly initiates the Create Employee, Create Charge Code, and Export Time Entries. The person who fills the role of the Administrative User actor is almost certainly an employee of the organization and therefore must record his or her time. However, he or she does so in the role of an employee. The on!y
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Administrative ' User Billing System



Figure 3.1 High-level use case diagram for the timecard system



reason a person would need to record time as an Administrative User would be to record another employee's time. Revisiting the meeting notes, it is clear that this is a requirement, as the administrative user records time for sick or vacationing employees. Figure 3.1 shows these relationships; it is the first draft of the high-level use case diagram. At this point, you should confirm the accuracy of the model with the customer. The customer must recognize all of the actors and use cases. At this meeting, your customer should provide a valuable sanity check, and point out any missing features. Remember, a good use case model serves as a friendly and readable entry point into your requirements. Your customer must be able to easily understand it.



Describe the Details Ause case diagram provides a high-level view of the entire system, but this is not a sufficient foundation for design. For each use case, you need to determine exactly how the customer uses the system. Again, the emphasis is on the value and the workflow, not on specific solutions.



Guidelines for Describing the Details Any known deployment constraints are included at this point. For instance, if the end user accesses the system from behind a firewall or from a portable device, you must
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capture that requirement for any affected use cases. However, technology selection decisions are not included, so it would be inappropriate to propose solutions to the deployment constraints. Another common mistake is to think of a use case in terms of screen design. This is dangerous, because some screens may support many use cases and one use case may use several screens in the final design. Developing a flow of events requires a developer or requirements analyst to play the role of the end user and ask a series of questions. How does the flow start? What information does the system demand from the actor? How does the system respond? How does the flow end? The answers are captured in a list of inputs to the system and responses from the system. A flow of events resembles a test plan without any details about the screens or the format of the responses, hi some cases, the developer can interact with the end users during this process, understanding their needs for each use case. Otherwise, the developer must develop reasonable flows of events and have the end users validate them. It is a common belief that you come away with a very clear understanding of the system after the initial meeting with the customer. In fact, often, filling in the details for each use case is a humbling and enlightening experience. As you develop each flow of events and attempt to describe the preconditions and deployment constraints, you will discover relevant questions and open issues. These can be listed as part of the use case documentation and resolved at the first review of the entire use case model. Each use case should follow a template. Though no two projects follow the same template, it should look something like this: Name of use case. A brief active phrase that captures the purpose of the use case. Description. A brief paragraph that explains the purpose of the use case, with an emphasis on the value to the actors. If this information cannot be conveyed in a brief paragraph, the use case may not be clearly focused. Preconditions. A brief paragraph that lists any use cases that must be succeed before the use case is initiated and that describes the dependency. Deployment constraints. A brief paragraph that describes how the system will be used to fulfill the use case. For instance, a particular use case may be initiated by an Employee actor who is behind the firewall that protects the employee's client. As neglecting this sort of constraint can have serious consequences, the information must be captured as early as possible. Normal flow of events. An ordered list of interactions that describes all inputs to the system and responses from the system that make up the normal path through the use case. The normal flow of events captures the intent of the use case by showing the interactions when everything proceeds according to plan. This flow of events is also referred to as the happy flow. Alternate flow of events. An ordered list of interactions that describes all inputs to the system and responses from the system that make up a single alternative path through the use case. An alternative flow of events captures the system's response to variations by the user, such as entering invalid data or attempting to perform steps in a workflow in an unusual order. This section is repeated for each alternate flow of events.
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Exception or error flow of events. An ordered list of interaction that describes all inputs to the system and responses from the system that make up a single exception path through the use case. An exception flow of events captures the system's response to errors, such as unavailable system or external resources. This section is repeated for each exception flow of events. Activity diagram. Shows all of the flows of events for the use case in one diagram. It complements the flows of events and provides a valuable way to measure the complexity of a use case. Nonfunctional requirements. A brief paragraph or two that describes any success criteria for the use case that are not easily embedded in the flows of events. For instance, the system might need to provide a response for the use case in less than three seconds; or there might be an upper limit of seven mouse clicks to navigate through any flow of events for the use case. Notes (optional). A list of resolved issues that don't fit well in any other category. These may include restrictions on the system's functionality. Open issues (optional). A list of questions for the stakeholders. Let's take a look at the use case documentation for our timecard application. Sample Use Case Documentation for Create Charge Code Name of use case. Create Charge Code Description. The administrative user actor uses the Create Charge Code use case to populate the time-tracking system with charge codes. Once added, a charge code is available to all employees as they enter their hours. Preconditions. None Deployment constraints. None Normal flow of events. Add a charge code to an existing project. 1. The administrative user sees a view of existing charge codes. Charge codes are activities organized by client and project. 2. The administrative user adds a charge code to an existing project. The new charge code appears in the view, and may be used by employees. Alternate flow of events. New charge code for a new project for a new client. 1. The administrative user sees a view of existing charge codes. Charge codes are activities organized by client and project. 2. The administrative user adds a client. The new client appears in the view. 3. The administrative user adds a project to the new client. The new project appears in the view. 4. The administrative user adds a charge code to the new project. The new charge code appears in the view and may be used by employees. Alternate flow of events. Duplicate charge code.
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1. The administrative user sees a view of existing charge codes. Charg activities organized by client and project. 2. The administrative user adds a charge code to an existing project. The charge code already exists for the project. 3. The system informs the administrative user that the charge code already exists. NLI change to the view. Exception flow of events. System is unable to add the charge code due to a system or communication error. 1. The administrative user sees a view of existing charge codes. Charge codes are activities organized by client and project. 2. The administrative user adds a charge code to an existing project. The system is unable to complete the addition, due to a system or communication error. 3. The system informs the administrative user of the error, complete with available details. The view reverts to the previous state. 4. If possible, an error is added to a log. Activity diagram. See Figure 3.2. Nonfunctional requirements. None Open Issues. » Is there a default set of activities? • Can an employee bill to a project without specifying the activity? • Is there information other than the name of the client, project, or activity?



Sample Use Case Documentation for Create Employee Name of use case. Create Employee Description. The Create Employee use case allows the administrative user to add an employee to the time-tracking system. Once employees have been created, they are able to use the system to record their time. Preconditions. None Deployment constraints. None. Normal flow of events. The administrative employee adds an employee. 1. The administrator sees a view of all existing employees by name. 2. The administrator adds an employee, with a name, email address, and password. 3. The new employee appears in the view. The employee can record his or her hours. Alternate flow of events. Employee exists. 1. The administrative user sees a view of all existing employees by name. 2. The administrative user adds an employee, with a name, email address, and
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password. 3. The administrative user is notified of the conflict. No change to existing data. Exception flow of events. System is unable to add the employee due to a system or communication error. 1. The administrative user sees a view of all existing employees by name. 2. The administrative user adds an employee, with a name, email address, and password. The system is unable to complete the addition, due to a system or
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3. The system informs the administrative user of the error, complete with available details. The view reverts to the previous state. 4. If possible, an error is added to a log. Activity diagram. See Figure 3.3. Nonfunctional requirements. None Open issues. • Is there information other than the employee's name and password? • Will the employee need to change his or her password? • Are employees organized by department or category? Sample Use Case Documentation for Record Time Name of use case. Record Time Description. The Record Time use case allows employees to track the hours that they work. The Record Time use case allows an administrative user to record hours for any employee. Preconditions. None
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Deployment constraints. The Record Time use case must be accessible from client sites and the employees' homes. In the case of client sites, they will often be behind the client's firewall. Normal flow of events. An employee records his or her time. 1. The employee sees previously entered data for the current time period. 2. The employee selects a charge number from all available charge numbers, organized by client and project. 3. The employee selects a day from the current time period. 4. The employee enters the hours worked as a positive decimal number. 5. The new hours are added to the view and are seen in any subsequent views. Alternate flow of events. An employee updates his or her time. 1. The employee sees previously entered data for the current time period. 2. The employee selects an existing entry. 3. The employee changes the hours worked. 4. The new information is updated in the view and is seen in any subsequent Alternate flow of events. An administrative user records time for an employee. 1. The administrative user is presented with a list of employees, sorted by name. 2. The administrative user selects an employee and sees previously entered data for the current time period. 3. The administrative user selects a charge number from all available charge numbers, organized by client and project. 4. The administrative user selects a day from the current time period. 5. The administrative user enters the hours worked as a positive decimal number. 6. The new hours are added to the view and are seen in any subsequent views. Exception flow of events. System is unable to add the update to the timecard due to 1. The employee sees previously entered data for the current time period. 2. The employee selects a charge number from all available charge numbers, organized by client and project. 3. The employee selects a day from the current time period. 4. The employee enters the hours worked as a positive decimal number. The system is unable to complete the addition, due to a system or communication error. 5. The system informs the administrative user of the error, complete with available details. All additions and edits are undone together. The view reverts to the previous state. 6. If possible, an error is added to a log. Activity Diagram. See Figure 3.4.
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Nonfunctional requirements. None Open issues. • Can an employee enter hours or edit hours in a future timecard, for example, just before a vacation? Sample Use Case Documentation for Export Time Entries Name of use case. Export Time Entries Description. The Export Time Entries use case allows the administrative user to save specified time-tracking data to a formatted file. Preconditions. None Normal flow of events. The administrative user exports the data. 1. The administrative user selects a range of dates. 2. The administrative user selects a subset of clients or all. 3. The administrative user selects a subset of employees or all. 4. The administrative user selects a target file. 5. The data is exported to the file as XML. The administrator is notified when the process is complete. Exception flow of events. System is unable to export the data due to a system error. 1. The administrative user selects a range of dates. 2. The administrative user selects a subset of clients or all. 3. The administrative user selects a subset of employees or all. 4. The administrative user selects a target file. 5. The system is unable to export the data. The administrative user is notified of 6. If possible, the error is recorded to a log. Activity Diagram. See Figure 3.5. Nonfunctional requirements. None Open issues. • Are the data selection criteria sufficient? •• Are the data selection criteria unnecessarily complex? • Do other export formats exist?
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Gathering More Requirements Creating the detailed flow of events for use cases clarifies your understanding of the problem domain and raises many issues. At some point, you accumulate enough new questions to justify a requirements review meeting with the customer. This meeting has two goals: • To validate and improve the current use case model, which includes the flows of •i To resolve most of the outstanding questions and open issues. The key is to understand the system from your customer's perspective. It is important to stay focused on how the system provides value to the customer. But as you describe the system at a lower level of detail, it is easy to start contemplating possible solutions, so it is essential to be disciplined; resist the tendency to start architecture and design at this point. To this end, it is very helpful to avoid user interface design. Discussions concerning the look and feel of the system can easily become discussions of what is and is not possible with particular technologies. Remember, focus on what the customer needs from the system. This requirements review meeting covers all of the use cases that have been developed. Participants must be prepared to discuss the details of the use cases, including the flows of events, the activity diagram, the deployment constraints, and any open issues. In order to ensure this level of preparedness, the participants must have time to review the documents before the review meeting. In many cases, the sheer volume of requirements forces the review to be split over several meetings. Marathon meetings, with consecutive 8- to 10-hour days, are impressive-sounding, but result in uneven coverage of the requirements. By the end of the second day, the participants are either worn out and apathetic or exhausted and combative. Either way, the time is not well spent. Consider instead meeting every other day or performing smaller more frequent reviews throughout the requirements-gathering As before, the results of the meeting should be captured in written meeting notes, which should be validated by the participants. These notes will form the foundation for the common understanding of the system.
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In this dialogue, the customers and the developer refined their collective understanding of the system. Specifically, they discovered some missing functionality, excluded other functionality, and validated a significant portion of the use case model. Following the meeting, the use case model must be updated to reflect the new understanding of the system.



Revising the Use Case Model In many cases, a healthy dialogue with the customer will completely change your understanding of the system. Remember, bom you and the customer are discovering and inventing the system as you go. You should notice a shift from discussing basic terms to delving into relatively subtle points. The first meeting and use case model builds a common vocabulary and reaches a consensus on what the system should and should not do. The second meeting uncovers missing pieces and resolves the special cases. This section shows how the use case diagram and the details for each use case are updated from the dialogue.



Revise the Use Case Diagram Adding new information to the use case diagram follows the same pattern as during its original. First, mine the dialogue for new actors and new use cases. Then validate the candidate use cases against the guidelines for narrow focus and independent value. Finally, look for new relationships between actors and use cases. For this example, the dialogue does not reveal any new actors, so we'll move on to the new use cases. Find New Use Cases The following excerpts indicate a need for some new use cases. CUSTOMER: We haven't thought much about passwords or security. I know I personally hate assigned passwords; people always write them down and post them on their monitors. DEVELOPER: So, should employees be able to change their passwords? Should they be required to do so on their first login? CUSTOMER: That would be great And most of them will be used to that flow



from other systems. The new candidate use cases are Login and Change Password Evaluate Candidate Use Cases Change Password is well focused and certainly has value in isolation, as it protects the employee's privacy and security. So we add the Change Password use case to the model.
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Login is less clear. It is well focused, but it does not provide much value on its own. In general, employees log in as a precursor to some more interesting task, such as recording their time. On the other hand, most people describe it as a separate step, as in "I log in, then record my time." Many development teams and UML gurus have spent many hours disputing the status of Login as a use case. That said, no project has ever failed because the wrong choice was made. For now, we'll consider it as a separate use case that is used as part of many more valuable use cases. Find New Relationships The following excerpts provide insight into the interactions between the system and the actors.



The first excerpt indicates that the Create Employee use case interacts with the Employee actor by sending him or her an email. This is represented in Figure 3.6 by the solid line from the Create Employee use case to the Employee actor. You can verbalize this as, "The Administrative User actor initiates the Create Employee use case. As part of the use case, the system sends information to the Employee actor." The second excerpt shows that the Employee actor initiates the Change Password use case. Also, the Change Password use case is always included in the Login use case if it is the employee's first login. This is shown by the include relationship (dashed line) from the Login use case to the Change Password use case. Remember, the extend relationship indicates that the subordinate use case is optional. An included use case is always performed if the flow of events reaches the inclusion point. The second excerpt also reveals that the Employee actor initiates the Login use case. While it is not explicitly stated, it is reasonable to expect administrative users to log in and change their passwords. At this point, you update the use case diagram to match your new understanding of the system. The updated high-level use case diagram is shown in Figure 3.6.
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Revising the Use Case Documentation In many cases, the flow of events for a use case evolves radically from the initial draft. Oddly enough, they never get shorter. Updating a flow of events is a fairly mechanical process of reviewing meeting notes and incorporating the changes. Perseverance is the key. If the list of open issues does not shrink over time, it may be a sign that you lack a clear and stable system vision. The discussion of the Create Charge Code use case clarified the system scope. The customer clearly sees the timecard system as a simple and isolated system. It may seem odd to explicitly exclude functionality in requirements. After all, requirements describe what the system does, right? In my experience, it is well worth the effort to document any known limitations of the system as they are discovered. This simple discipline avoids countless arguments in which the customer contends that certain functionality is clearly within the current schedule while the developers stare blankly as they consider weekends about to be lost. The flow of events for the Create Charge Code use case limits each client to a name and a list of projects. Each project consists of a name and a charge code. Nothing else is included—no purchase orders, no contact information. This sort of restriction encourages precise thinking by developers and customers. The message should be "speak now or be willing to talk schedule later."
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Enterprise Java with UML Review of a flow of events may introduce completely new requirements. For example, the Administrative User Actor now is able to pick charge codes from a list of previously defined activities. This must be added to the flow of events. You can see how discussions with the user can lead us to revise existing use cases, add new use cases, place limits on system functionality, and add completely new functionality. In general, this is a positive sign. Hopefully, by this point, everyone's understanding of the system is maturing and converging to a common view. Conversations are increasingly productive, as different parties agree on general principles and common meanings for domain terms. The following samples demonstrate how requirements evolve; they also serve as a foundation for the ongoing sample timecard application.



Sample Use Case Documentation for Login (New) Name of use case. Login Description. The Login use case allows employees and the administrative user to access the system. Preconditions. None Deployment constraints. 1. Employees must be able to log in from any computer, including home, client sites, and on the road. This access may be from behind a client's firewall. Normal flow of events. The administrative user or employee's username and password are valid. 1. The administrator or employee supplies a username and password. 2. The user is authenticated as either an administrator or an employee. This is not a choice during the login; it is determined by the username. Alternate flow of events. First Login 1. The administrator or employee supplies a username and password. 2. The user is authenticated as either an administrator or an employee. This is not a choke during the login; it is determined by the username. 3. The user is instructed to change his or her password. 4. Include the Change Password use case at this point. Alternate flow of events. Invalid authentication information. 1. The administrator or employee supplies a username and password. 2. The user is notified that he or she has entered incorrect login information. 3. The failure is logged by the system. 4. The user is allowed to try again indefinitely. Activity diagram. See Figure 3.7. 1. The user's password must not be passed as plaintext. Open Issues. None
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Sample Use Case Documentation: Change Password (New) Name of use case. Change Password Description. The Change Password use case allows employees and administrative users to change their password.
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Preconditions. 1. The user must have logged in to the system. Deployment constraints. 1. Employees must be able to log in from any computer, including home, client sites, and on the road. This access may be from behind a client's firewall. Normal flow of events. Employee changes his or her password. 1. The user enters his or her current password and new password twice. 2. The user is notified that his or her password has been changed. Alternate flow of events. Invalid current password. 1. The user enters his or her current password and new password twice. 2. The user is notified that his or her attempt failed. 3. The failure is logged by the system. 4. The user is allowed to try again indefinitely. Alternate flow of events. New passwords do not match. 1. The user enters his or her current password and new password twice, 2. The user is notified that his or her attempt failed. 3. The user is allowed to try again indefinitely. Exception flow of events. System is unable to store new password due to a system or communications error. 1. The user enters his or her current password and new password twice. 2. The user is notified of the error, complete with any available details. 3. The failure is logged by the system. Activity Diagram. See Figure 3.8. 1. The user's password must not be passed as plaintext. Open Issues. None Sample Use Case Documentation for the Create Charge Code Use Case (Revised) Name of use case. Create Charge Code Description. The Create Charge Code use case allows the administrative user to add a new charge code to the system so that employees can bill to the charge code. Since each charge code is specific to a client and a project, the administrative user may need to add a client or project first. Preconditions. 1, The user must be logged in as an administrative user. Deployment constraints. None
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Ask for Current Password, New Password Twice ) 
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